
CNE ANNUAL SPECIALTY 

11/12/22, FEDERICK, MD 

MARY GRACE EUBANK, PINECREST CAVALIERS 

I had a wonderful time judging your lovely Cavaliers at the 2022 CNE Specialty in Maryland. It 

was an honor to participate in the Joan and Oliver Twigg Memorial Show. 

I want to thank all the exhibitors for showing their beautiful dogs to me. It was a JOY to see so 

many exceptional canine participants so carefully groomed and shown to perfection. I also want 

to congratulate the show chairs and rules committees that worked so hard to orchestrate such a 

successful weekend. 

A special thanks to Charlie Weidig for arranging our attendance schedules and travel details. Ted 

and I are so grateful to Susan and Flynn Weeks for the lengthy airport runs and their consistent 

help and directives. The show was great fun and we loved every minute of it! 

I truly value the CKCSC and appreciate the opportunity to judge and enjoy old friends and meet 

new ones. Thank you, sincerely. 

Mary Grace Eubank 

DOGS 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (3) 

1. FIELDSEDGE PODRAIG (Slusher) 

This handsome, richly marked blen. Lad was not only the top in his class, but marched on 

to BEST PUPPY IN SHOW! His maturity was surprising for such a youngster with well 

developed bone and muscled substance. His movement was strong and effective. His 

large, dark eyes and soft cushioned muzzle completed an appealing expression. Lots of 

personality to boot! Great future for this one for sure! BEST PUPPY DOG IN 

SHOW 

2. CHARDONOMONT FIRST EDITION OF CHADWICK (Eckersley) 

Another stunning puppy with exceptionally beautiful headpiece and winning 

showmanship. Perfect size and shape. His movement will strengthen as he matures. 

QUALITY. 

3. MADRYN RIVER OF DREAMS (Weeks) 

Loved the markings on this fine tricolor young dog. The white collar on his full black 

tuxedo jacket gave him a groom’s presence that he wore well. He must have known how 

handsome he looked because he showed like a master! 

SENIOR PUPPY DOG (1) 

1. TRISTAN DOBRAY ROK (Fairchild) 

Heavily marked tri boy fully coated with great bone and superb head. Alluring large 

eyes with appealing expression. Happy and he showed it! 



 

NOVICE DOG (1) 

1. KRYSTLE FINEST HOUR (Diehl) 

Beautiful headpiece on this young dog. He is well balanced with a level topline and good 

angulation. As he matures and muscles up he will develop a stronger presence and tighter 

movement.  

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (2) 

1. CH. CHADWICK PURSUIT OF PERFECTION, JW (Eckersley) 

These two exquisite examples of Cavalier perfection were a rallying match. They each 

excelled in different strengths. This heavily marked blen. Moved like magic. Great 

angulation, forceful footage, properly proportioned. Showed himself masterfully. These 

two could have easily traded places. Loved them both. 

2. CH. NIGHTINGALE WIPEOUT, JW (Mulligan) 

There was just NO faulting this outstanding young blen. Standout. So so pretty and 

showed himself off like the champion he is. Nicely placed earset with large, dark, 

expressive eyes rendering a beautiful, heart melting head piece. Similar size and shape 

with ideal proportions. 

AMERICAN BRERD DOG (3) 

1. FALLING SPRINGS JUST YOU WAIT at CROWNROSE, JW (Rosenberg) 

What a promising youngster! Got my immediate attention with his impressive presence. 

He covered the ground so soundly with a well-constructed front and rear. Ideal angulation 

and level topline. And what a showman! He was totally in tune with his handler and 

seemed to know it was his time to shine. I was proud to award this stellar adolescent 

RESERVE WINNERS DOG! 

2. NIGHTGALE HEART OF GOLD, JW (Weeks) 

Another beautiful blen. boy with a handsome headpiece and melting expression. He 

really gave the winner a run for his money. He happily showed off his well-angulated 

rear with good reach and drive and stylish movement. Glided around the ring with great 

confidence and precision. 

3. DURANE THE ONCE AND FUTURE KING (Solino) 

This fully coated, heavily marked tricolor was challenged today by the slippery floor as 

so many of the dogs were. As his confidence grows, he will show off his excellent reach 

and drive and quality construction. Standing I could appreciate his lovely appearance. 

 

HEALTH AND CONFORMATION (1) 

1. CH. CHADWICK CODE BLACK of CEILIMOR, AW, CTKN (McCarty/Eckersley) 

What a JOY to see a beautiful, distinguished tricolor showman. With a head to die for, jet 

black pigment, broad soft muzzle, gentle expression with large dark eyes set just right. 



His large full ears framed his glamorous face perfectly. He glided around the ring like the 

deserving champion he is. Beautifully constructed with a good spring of rib and nice 

arched neck. Stellar!! 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (4) 

1. DREAMVALE NOT THAT KIND OF ANGEL (Perini/Sage) 

What a beautiful, competitive class! The winner had to work for this honor and di so 

with distinguished dynamics. One of the most beautiful boys I have seen in a long time. 

He captured my heart when he entered the ring. Prepared to perfection, this quality 

exhibit took command of the ring with effortless movement. He is truly a study in breed 

tupe and moderation in every way from his lovely masculine head to his perfectly 

balanced compact shape and spot on size. I happily awarded him WINNERS DOG 

& RESERVE BEST IN SHOW! 
2. NIGHTINGALE LET IT BE, AW, MP (Mulligan) 

Just the sort of Cavalier everyone loves and want in their lap and kennel. He ticks all the 

boxes and exudes breed type with style and “moderation”. There is that word again. It is 

so important to sustain the standard and this fellow follows suite in every way. He is 

elegant on the move with a lovely length of neck. He covers the ground very cleanly 

with impeccable construction pushing strongly off his well-angled hindquarters. His 

only mistake today was being in the same class and the winner. SO close. 

3. BLACKFIRE ALL NIGHT LONG (Weidig/Kennedy/McGauglin) 

Keep an eye on this promising young man. Just a baby with time to mature and expend 

his virtues. He excels in side gate and made a lovely picture going around with a nice 

elegant neck and proper reach and drive. Needs to mature and body up to take honors. 

Very Promising. 

4. LOOKOUT SECRET AGENT MAN AT TYCWN (Knauss/May) 

Very pretty mature dog larger build and very sporty. Moved with style and grace. 

Holding a good steady topline. Extremely nice, masculine head with soft expression 

without exaggeration. Good bone and substance. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG (3) 

1. FALLING SPRINGS RAMBLIN GAMLIN MAN, JW, MP (Curley) 

Love the size, shape, and balance of this eye-catching tricolor. Beautifully broken coat 

that emphasizes his super angulation and beautifully arched neck. This effective 

combination is so impressive standing. Soundly made with precise movement and sure 

footage. He shows with poise and pazzaz. Definitely deserved BEST TRICOLOR IN 

SHOW. 
2. MELKS ABBEY SEVENTH SUN AT GRAY STONE (Dralle) 

Heavily coated super showman. Beautiful headpiece with ears to the floor. Excellent 

conformation with super substance and solid tone. Well-constructed through out and 

shown to perfection. 



3. SHERAH TWIST OF FATE (Crommett) 

Happy camper that moves with drive and style. It was a pleasure watching him glide 

around the ring. Well-constructed with well laid-back shoulders and strong, short stifles. 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (1) 

1. FOXYN INIT TO WIN IT at NANVALE (Bertron/Fox) 

Deep, rich color on this outstanding ruby. Loved his excitement and confidence as he 

battled the slippery floor. He glided around the ring with grace and surety. Such 

impressive movement with excellent conformation. Absolutely true front and rear. Great 

neck and shoulders. Beautiful headpiece as well. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN DOG (2) 

1. SREYA BROOKHAVEN FINDERS KEEPERS (Ayers) 

Perfect size! Small, compact package that moved soundly with style. Lovely, well-shaped 

head in perfect proportions. Appealing dark eyes and gentle expression. Good spring of 

rib. Happy trooper with excellent acceleration. Deservingly awarded BEST BLACK& 

TAN DOG IN SHOW. 
2. CHEW CREEK BOOGIE WONDERLAND (DePhillip) 

Beautiful, friendly faced black and tan with big, round eyes framed in luxurious ample 

feathering. Nice neck and angulation, good bone and substance. Lost his topline on the 

move today. 

 

OPEN DOG (4)  

1. CH. AND ENG. CH. PASCAVALE HAIDEN, AW (Cline) 

This amazing dog is beyond fabulous in every way. He deserves all the awards and 

accolades he has justifiably accumulated. Impressive and overpowering glamor. Correct 

topline, strongest movement, generous ribcage, good angulation, the whole perfection 

package! It was truly a JOY to meet such a celebrated exhibit. I think he is a bit weary of 

the spotlight today. 

2. FORESTCREEK I’M THE MAN (Cline/Marshall) 

Another superman from this outstanding kennel. This beautiful blen. dog strutted 

gleefully around the ring like he owner it! Moved with style and distinction, great reach 

and drive, and fluid consistency keeping his level topline and showing off his steady gait. 

Short rear pasterns, goo turn of stifle, and well-set tail. Shown to perfection! 

3. ORCHIDHILL THEATER AT KINGEOMRUN, JW (Degen/Mixon) 

Love the size and type of this quality contender. Sweet expression with cushy muzzle and 

expressive eyes. Soundly constructed with nice reach of neck leading to well laid 

shoulders and ample spring of rib. Exemplary example of the Cavalier standard.  

4. CH. DREAMVALE JACK AT FIELDSEDGE (Smith/Slusher) 

Eye catching black and tan that moves like a dream machine. A bit longer caste gives him 

the reach and drive he needs to perform like a sporting dog. Moving gracefully and 

effortlessly around the ring. A worthy contender at this BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS  



 

SENIOR OPEN DOG (1) 

1. CRISTAL’STROOPER ANGEL (Solina) 

Elegantly stellar seven year old diplomat representing the breed with class a panache. 

Beautiful headpiece, moderate and not overdone with dark enchanting eyes and melting 

expression. Stylish on the move with confident firm footing and gliding graceful action. 

Quality all over! 

 

BITCHES 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (6) 

1. CHADOMONT SPECIAL EDITION (GREAK/Comer) What a delight to judge such a 

promising prospect! This little lady owned the ring today and her self-assurance 

definitely got her noticed. Adorable in everyway. Beautiful face with dark, expressive 

eyes plus coordinated gait with stylish carriage. When she matures and bodies up, I see a 

glittering career! 

2. CHARDOMONT CLOUD DANCER (Greak/Comer) 

Yet another lovely blen. with great a outline and shape with the softest expression. Good 

angulation with adequate bone and substance for such a baby. A bit shy, which only 

emphasized her immaturity. When her confidence develops, she will bloom even more 

brightly in the show ring! 

3. CHADWICK GOLDILOCKS (Eckersley) 

Adding to the quality of this outstanding lass class, this adorable little blen. puppy was 

the perfect shape with a compact body and ideal proportions. She showed like the 

champion she will likely become. Confident and attentive. 

4. TASSAJARA SWEET PEA AT KINGDOMRUN (Degen) 

Appropriately named, this sweet pea’s round, lipid eyes would melt the hardest heart. 

Mature for her age with ample coat, significant substance, great bone and compact 

cushioned feet. So feminine in her deportment. 

 

SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (5) 

1. CHADWICK MASQUERADE (Eckersley) 

Another star from this kennel that consistently seems to make magic, this quality exhibit 

is simply divine. Her self-assured performance meant she would always be at the top of 

the mark. Precious face and appealing expression with large, dark eyes between well set 

ears. She moved with flash effectively around the ring like it was her home station. I was 

genuinely captivated by this sparkling performer and played her forward to the BEST 

PUPPY BITCH & BEST PUPPY IN SHOW!  
2. PINNACLE A SKY FULL of STARS (Obadadowski/Bennet) 



Graceful shape and outline on this adorable ruby girl. When not spooked by the slippery 

floor, she moved with elegant action using her rear to drive around the ring. Excellent 

topline due to her first-class construction. 

3. TUDORR LA DULCE BELLA VITA (Mixon/Degen) A lot to like about this baby. She 

is put together well and very smart on the move. Clean traveling coming and going. 

Showed beautifully, well in tune with her handler. Rich red color with generous white 

collar emphasizing her elegant neck. 

4. NIGHTINGALE THE FARMERS DAUGHTER (Weeks) 

Lovely little tri color completed this stunning class of promising adolescents. Showing 

with class and confidence, she exemplifies that Cavalier gentile, joyful attitude. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (4) 

1. FORESTCREEK BUCKLE BUNNY at MIMRIC (Hodges/Perkins) 

WOW!!! What a showstopper! This distinguishable blen. Princess is totally savoir-faire. 

The only comment in my book was “perfect”. Dark, expressive, large, dark, round eyes 

and cushioned muzzle present an alluring headpiece framed by full, silky ears exuding 

glamour galore! Her ideal size and shape and balanced proportions and topped off with 

sound, positive movement. Shown and groomed to perfection, this crème de la crème 

glided to the winner’s circle with RESERVE WINNERS BITCH. 

2. CHADWICK HALO SPOT AT UBTRYNZIK (Goodwin/Goodwin-Brock) 

This exquisite angel deserves a “halo” for sure. Her angelic presence and appearance 

certainly brightened my spirit! She is just splendid. Cobby body, nice bone, sound 

movement. Her richly colored coat is in superlative condition, and she performed with 

polish and positivity. Just a shame to ber up against the winner today. 

3. BLACKFIRE BELLA ROSA (Wedig/Kennedy/McLaughlin) 

Richly colored with exceptional pigment, this lovely ruby lass held her own in this 

exceptional class. She presented herself harmoniously with style and effectiveness. When 

she matures and develops, I predict top honors. One of the most elegant neck and head 

carriages I saw today. She moves like a pro. Just needs to body up and show up to invade 

the winner’s circle. 

4. KRYSTLE DIAMOND IN THE SKY at ABOSCOBEL(Torgersen) 

Yet another enchanting youngster. Precious face and ideal size. Proportionally 

symmetrical with sound movement complete with adequate reach and drive. Confidently 

in tune with her handler as she traveled happily. 

The quality line up in this class was a JOY to watch. 

 

NOVICE BITCH (4) 

1. NIGHTINGALE BUILD ME UP BUTTERCUP (Mulligan) 

Wonderful example of breed type, this polished young ingénue has all her assets visibly 

displayed to her advantage. Properly proportioned parts with solid balanced construction. 



Excellent drive from behind and forward reach displaying steady fluid movement. Level 

topline and nice arched neck with elegant head carriage.  

2. CHEW CREEK CINAMMON TOAST CRUNCH (DePhillip) 

Delightful ruby with an appropriate name. I could just “eat her up”! What she lacks in 

glamour, she presents in attitude. So when she becomes full feathered, she will take top 

honors. Very stylish mover with accurate gait and firm footage. Well-constructed frame 

and balanced package. 

3. CHARTEROAK ROSE ALL DAY (Obaadowski) 

Another happy, modish ruby, this very polished feminine lass dances around the ring in 

tune with her handler. She moves cleanly covering the ground with ease and precision. 

Strong mover with short hocks and good angulation. Lovely neck and pretty in profile. 

4. NIGHTINGALE PINK MOON (Mautone) 

Very pretty, refined Blenheim wearing a full, nicely broken, luxurious coat. Precise 

proportions with solid shape, sound substance, and compact balance. Pleasing outline 

with elegant neck and level topline. Immaculately groomed and smartly shown. 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (2) 

1. CH CROWNHEIR HALLELUJAH (Fadel) 

Ultimate demeanor in an enchanting package. This ravishing ladybird is mature and 

confident showing off every element of her detailed refinement. Her well-constructed 

body executes her excellent reach and drive and puts her stride with pride in prominence.   

Precise and pretty profile from all directions. Her lovely face framed with full, thick, 

fringed emphasizes her fashionable glamour. Her quality is undeniable. 

2. NORTHPOINT DO RE MI (Mitchum) 

Well broken blen. with lovely, tasteful wardrobe and attractive matching headpiece. A bit 

longer caste with substance and great bone, she kept a steady consistent motion with sure 

footage and distinctive style. Very pretty. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (3) 

1. AUTUMNHILL UNDER YOUR SPELL (Perente) 

Perfect size and shape ruby that is sound all around. The prettiest face with large, dark, 

expressive eyes and cushioned moderate muzzle. Compact body with good lay of 

shoulder, nice topline, short hocks, and strong rear. Moves beautifully. Promising future 

for this very young quality bitch. 

2. BLACKFIRENEW YORK STATE OF MIND (Weidig/Kennedy/McLaughlin) 

Aspiring tricolor contender with a gorgeous, regal neck and should assemblage I admire. 

Moved with precision and proper foot placement. Well ribbed with adequate bone and 

substance for such a youngster. Plenty of time for this quality bitch wins consistently. 

3. CHARDOMONT TOUCH THE SKY (Greak/Comer) 

Just barely 5 months old, this adorable little lady stole my heart immediately. That rare 

beautifully marked tricolor that exemplifies breed type’s universal appeal. So much 



potential with checks in every box. Perfect size, shape, with substance and solidarity. 

Gorgeous headpiece and alluring eyes that told me she wanted to go home with me. She 

deserves a chance to test a show career. This polished player, showed her heart out to an 

accepting audience. It was a JOY to watch her parlay her performance package around 

the ring effortlessly gliding with refinement and eloquence. Her immaturity was in the 

way of her placement today in a very competitive class.  

 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH (3) 

1. CHADWICK FLYING ON CLOUD NINE, MP (Greak/Comer/Eckersley) 

Heavily marked blen. beauty from the same aspiring kennel that the wonderfully cheeky 

tri in the J.A.B. came from. This lass had so many positive factors it is hard to elaborate 

on the totality of her assets. Her head is glamorous with large alluring eyes and magnetic 

expression and her movement is effortless. All her parts are precisely placed. 

2. FALLING SPRINGS SHINING BRIGHTLY (Curley) 

Happily introducing herself into the showring, this perky princess never stopped 

wagging. She was wearing a luxurious coat, but her ears must have seen some shredder 

of sorts.” All the better to see your beautiful face”, my dear! It was a JOY to watch this 

one. It is all about charisma. She definitely did shine brightly. 

3. FIELDSEDGE ANGELS FLYING CLOSE (Slusher) 

Beautiful headpiece donning the spot. Very stylish with plenty of substance and great 

bone. Another exhibitor cautious about the floor stability. Maturity and confidence will 

improve her rear and accuracy. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (5) “This class personifies quality and 

showmanship and was a JOY to observe.” 

1. NORTHPOINT INTOXICATING (Mitchum) 

Super star showmanship is all over this very competitive class. Fully Intune with her 

handler, this young girl cast a lovely profile standing four square. Her affecting, 

embracing expression matched her soundness coming and going. This quality bitch never 

let down her polished performance. 

2. PIAFFE IN THE MEADOW (Rychlik) 

Heavily marked, handsome debutant that is a visual knockout! Her beautiful head is set 

on a lovely arched neck and shoulder carriage. She moves like a well-oiled machine, 

animated gait with effortless precision. It took close comparative analysis to separate the 

winners. 

3. SHERAH PERFECTLY WICKED (Crommet) 

Phenomenal head with the best eyes in this class of outstanding peepers. She is the 

perfect size, but just a tad long caste for me. Well angulated hindquarters and super sound 

construction. Harmonious mover with exact footfall and coordinated reach and drive. 

Strong rear. 

4. BROOKHAVEN AZURA’S STAR AY MADRYN (Weeks) 



Another glamour girl with full feathering and thick ears framing her angelic face and soft 

expression. She carried herself confidently with distinguished nobility moving. Well 

ribbed and short loin with correct leg length gives a balanced picture showing off a level 

back and tail. Lovely, showy exhibit. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH (6) “FABULOUS CLASS!!!!!!” 

1. NIGHTINGALE KOKOMO (Mulligan) 

This exciting young tricolor was a treat to meet. She is truly the Cavalier style, shape, 

appearance, and attitude I adore. Captivating face and expression. Compact body, Stylish 

movement and spirited attitude. Good bone, solid substance, lovely neck and head 

carriage, good lay of shoulder, level topline and well set tail. The perfect package that 

deserved BEST TRICOLOR IN SHOW! 

2. CHOPSVILLE MYSTIC (Rychlik) 

 Another adorable tri, more heavily marked with a healthy, shiny coat, full furnishings 

with long, full ears framing her lovely face. Outstanding mover. Excellent front 

assemblage with forceful drive from a strong rear. Well-constructed, compact body with 

nice lay of shoulder, and short hocks. 

3. CHADWICK BACCARAT OF CELLIMOR, JW (McCarty/Eckersly) 

Well-broken tricolor wagging her tail like a pair of windshield wipers! This sparkling 

dancing queen propelled herself into the ring with upmost enthusiasm. Sweet, feminine 

head, well-made compact body with good construction and precise proportions. 

Deadlevel topline. 

4. NORTHPOINTE THE TEMPTRESS (Mitchum) 

Beautifully marked tricolor with white collar emphasizing her lovely reach of neck on 

well-set shoulders. She was so focused on her handler that she got a bit serious standing, 

but moved out freely with a steady, accurate gait. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (3)  

1. GRANASIL FLORENTINE of SUMARA, JW, AAW, MP (Gentil) 

In a beautiful trio of ruby ladies, this chick took the trick! Dark chestnut coat with a silky, 

immaculate shine, super topline, nice turn of stifle and lay of shoulders. She uses her 

long, full ears to great effect framing her lovely head and enhancing her charming 

expression. Exquisite neck and head carriage. She shows with sporty whimsy and a 

confident attitude. 

2. CHARTEROAK RUBY IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS (Obadowski) 

Not quite as rich in color as the other two, but full feathered and dressed beautifully for 

the occasion. Pretty, dark eyes and melting expression. Well-groomed and presented to 

perfection. This sparkling jewel moves purposely and soundly holding her topine. Her 

reach and drive are cohesive with solid footing. 

3. KELLENE THIS IS YOUR TIME, OA, OAJ, (DRASTAL) 



Another lovely ruby completed this stellar wholecolor class. As this lass strutted around 

the ring, her strong movement exemplifies her body correctness. She has excellent 

angulation, short hocks, and a strong rear that creates purposeful direction. Happy 

showgirl. 

BLACK AND TAN BITCH (2) 

1. MYRNAC TINA TURNER to SHERAH (Crommet/Reid) 

Sporty, compact architecture on this feminine exhibit is as sound as cement. I love her 

desirable size and shape. Her head and expression is truly appealing with lovely 

harmonious features and large, dark, eyes set on an elegant neck and shoulders. She also 

moves well coming and going. 

2. TIALULLY TATOO TOOTSIE AT CARLEN (Close.Rubino) 

This lovely lass moves with authority holding a level topline and strong framework with 

all the essentials in their proper places. She shows attentively and moves freely traveling 

with intention. She could use a bit more angulation, but how can you notice with 

everything else so accurate. 

OPEN BITCH (3) 

1. CH. SORELLA HERE COMES CHLOE, JW, AW (Green) 

This impressive class of superstars left me speechless. There was so much distinctive 

quality here it gave me chills. This breathtaking two-year-old prima dona took the 

spotlight with her amazing display of attributes and absolutely flawless, unparalleled 

performance. With all the well-defined fundamentals, she moves like magic with super 

construction and adhesive forcibility. She was truly poetry in motion. Topping it off with 

her Betty Davis eyes, she defines breed type and follows the standard to a tee. She can be 

described with one word: “PERFECTION”! Crowned WINNERS BITCH, BEST 

IN SHOW. BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW. BEST BRED BY IN 

SHOW & BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW. 
2. CH. BROOKHAVEN SMARTY PANTS, JW (WHITMORE/AYERS) 

Right behind #1 in this amazing class is another outstanding exhibit worthy of a standing 

ovation! She has it all. Her outline is lovely with short coupling, balanced shape, nice 

short hocks, good angulation, and a beautiful, feminine headpiece. She makes a brilliant 

picture. She has excellent front assemblage and forceful rear action that is fun to watch as 

she puts on a delightful show. 

3. CH. FORESTCREEK SWEET SOULD OF HADARA (Cline/Koch) It is a JOY to see 

and judge a distinctively beautiful class like this, but torture to discern a winner with such 

chimerical choices and identical assets. In addition to this challenge, they were all 

groomed to immaculately and shown to perfection. All three were extraordinary 

examples of breed type and aligned themselves precisely to the breed standard. The white 

collar on this beauty accented her graceful neck, proud head carriage, and movie star 

glamour. Thank you for the opportunity to judge such a quality exhibit. 

 



 

SENIOR OPEN BITCH (1) 

1. CH Autumn Hill Desire ME, JW, VW (Parente) BEST RUBY IN SHOW 

VETERAN DOG (3) 

1. CH BELLA SOGNI DOLCI DE AMOR, VW (Weeks/Weeks) 

2. BLACKFIRE SIMPLE TWIST OF FATE (Kennedy/McLaughlin) 

3. CRISTAL'S TROOPER ANGEL (Solino) 

VETERAN BITCH (1) 

1. CH. FOXWYN A LIKELY STORY OF CHARDOMONT (Greek/Comer) BEST 

VETERAN IN SHOW 

 

 

 

 

 

               

  

 


